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Co-reference ? 

We had dinner yesterday evening with Serge and Pascal. They 
were very joyful. 
 
 > [They] refers to two people, Serge and Pascal 
 > [They] and [Serge and Pascal] corefer. 
 > [They]  [Serge and Pascal] is an anaphora 
 
The wine was delicious. 
 > [The wine] does not stricty refer to the dinner 

but to the wine served at dinner (implicit) 
 > [The wine]  [the dinner] is an associative anaphora 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Coreference is the linguistic process by which you can talk of the same object without using the same denomination, surface form.Commonly, we use pronouns (personal pronouns, relative).Solving reference is a very difficult task in automated text/discourse analysis.Here a two distinct cases of anaphora. 



The DEMOCRAT Project 

• 3 French partners 
LATTICE (Paris), LILPA (Strasbourg), IHRIM-ICAR (Lyon) 

• 48 months 
 

• A manually annotated corpus of French written texts, from 9th 
century to the 21st ; 1 million words (actually less) ; balanced 
between narrative and non narrative texts (essays…). 

• Tools for annotating texts and exploiting annotation (TXM) 
• Support research on reference in discourse and discourse 

processing 
– Theory of reference (Landragin, Schnedecker) 
– Automated discourse analysis, NLP, deep learning 
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Annotation principles 

• Units – Relations – Schemata (URS, cf. Glozz) 
 

• Units 
– segments of text referring to a given character, idea, concept… 

 
• Relations 

– Units in relation which each other, e.g. anaphora 
 

• Schema 
– Sets of units coreffering to the same object = coreferring chains 
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The « Unitizing » Task 

• The annotator must do the following operations 
– Decide whether an object has been mentionned or not 

◦ Some pronouns are not referential (one, nobody…) 
 

– Delimitate the segment of text that mentions that object 
◦ The segment has to be contiguous 
◦ Long enough (whole noun phrase) 
◦ The preposition should keep outside 

 
– Give a name to the referent  

and use the same name in all coreferring mentions 
 

• NB : There are overlapping segments : [[my]i computer]j 
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TXM as an annotation framework 

• TXM is well known for exploiting, investigating corpora 
– frequencies 
– concordancer 
– charts with R 
– progressions… 

 
• An extension has been developped for DEMOCRAT : ANALEC 

– Online annotation 
– Integration of the URS structure of annotation over the XML 

structure of the document itself 
– Online exploitation of the annotation as a means of verification 

tool (quality measurement) 
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http://textometrie.org 



Annotation 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
On top, you have the text you need to annotate. Below, an interface to set some properties on each annotation (feature structure)



Annotation 
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Units 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In yellow the referring units (segments of text).Each one is delimited and can be further annotated with properties. Here the segment in bold refers to Adam (we could have put REF#42 or any other unique identifier). We can also annotate another property of this unit : a kind of morphosyntactic category. Here, the referent is mentionned with a unit that turns out to be a PROPER NOUN = GN.NAME.This CATEGORY can be manually annotated or provided by a script that analyses the part of speech properties of the tokens composing the unit.



Annotation 
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Unit properties 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In yellow the referring units (segments of text).Each one is delimited and can be further annotated with properties. Here the segment in bold refers to Adam (we could have put REF#42 or any other unique identifier). We can also annotate another property of this unit : a kind of morphosyntactic category. Here, the referent is mentionned with a unit that turns out to be a PROPER NOUN = GN.NAME.This CATEGORY can be manually annotated or provided by a script that analyses the part of speech properties of the tokens composing the unit.



Concordancer 

Calling all units coreferring to the same referent 
 = a view of a referring chain as a sequence of units 
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
At anytime of the annotation, the operator can call the concordancer to list all units referring to the same referent.Here, the referent is the monarch (or the king) in l’Esprit des Lois by Montesquieu, an essay on political organization of the State.This list shows all mentions of the king, as such (« le monarque ») but also as a synonym (the prince) or as a pronoun.This is a first view of what we call a referring chain.It helps to check errors (eg the same segment annotated twice) and consistancy.Here : « la source de tout pouvoir polique et civil » is an error. The source of political power is not a synonym for the king.
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
At anytime of the annotation, the operator can call the concordancer to list all units referring to the same referent.Here, the referent is the monarch (or the king) in l’Esprit des Lois by Montesquieu, an essay on political organization of the State.This list shows all mentions of the king, as such (« le monarque ») but also as a synonym (the prince) or as a pronoun.This is a first view of what we call a referring chain.It helps to check errors (eg the same segment annotated twice) and consistancy.Here : « la source de tout pouvoir polique et civil » is an error. The source of political power is not a synonym for the king.As usual, you may click on each line of the concordancer to get back to the edition text and have a larger scope for reading.And the interface for correcting your error.



Histogram 
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• Common pattern 
– Definite NP• (GN.DEF) 
– Personal Pronouns •• 

(PRO.PERx) 
– Relative Pronouns 

(PRO.REL) • 
 

• Pattern specific of 
Bossuet’s Discourse 

– Lots of Proper Nouns 
(GN.NAM) • 

– NP with possessives 
(GN.POS) • 

 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Bar plot is another way to check 



Progressions 
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= view of chains (schemata) throughout the corpus 
across chapters (textual units) 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The progression is another way to visualize the distribution of referent over a text.Each referent is on a curve. The curve climbs each time the referent is named in the text (by his name or a pronoun or anyway).When the curve is flat, it means that the referent doesn’t appear anymore.Vertical divisions are the chapter of this book : an essay on painting. One can verify which are the most cited referent in each chapter, and this is consistant with the names of the chapter.Introduction : painter, the author, Naturechapter about Colourchapter about Light.



Summary 

• URS annotation is now possible in TXM => complex annotation 
tasks such as semantic, reference tagging 
 

• URS annotation can also be queried and checked via usual 
TXM tools 

– direct feedback on what we are currently doing 
– quality checking, consistancy 

 
• Undergoing work 

– develop groovy scripts for checking errors and inconsistancies 
– embed algorithms for intercoder reliability 

◦ at unit level (segmentation) 
◦ at schema level (referent identification) 
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